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[[image]]       jaime Davidovich <jaimedavidovich@gmail.com>

Display unit
1 message

Mark Harris <Mark.harris@arnofini.org.uk>        Wed, Nov 9, 2011 at
7:12 AM
To: jaimedavidovich@gmail.com, Nav Haq <nav.haq@arnolfini.org.uk>

Dear Jaime

I am the technician here at the Arnolfini and I am about to progress with
the production of your display unit you require here to display your
objects. I have a couple of question:

- I have drawn a plan denoting the variable spaces between the shelves.
(attached) Are these spaces sufficient?

- The plan you supplied does not visually correspond with the photo
images I have. What does the final unit look like?

- Am I building a unit with solid wooden sides or with glass spacers as in
the photo?

- I am planning on putting a clear Perspex sheet over the front of the
whole unit.

I think that is it I hope it all make sense?

Many thanks Mark

Mark Harris

Art handling and gallery technician

Arnolfini
16 Narrow Quay
Bristol BSI 4QA

Telephone:01179172325 Mobile:07948839339
Facsimile:01179172303
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heritage, discovering new knowledge, and sharing our resources with the world. Founded in 1846, the
Smithsonian is the world's largest museum and research complex, consisting of 19 museums and galleries, the
National Zoological Park, and nine research facilities.Become an active part of our mission through the
Transcription Center. Together, we are discovering secrets hidden deep inside our collections that illuminate our
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